Partial loudness at masker onset indicates temporal effects at supra-threshold levels.
This study examines temporal effects both at threshold and at supra-threshold levels. The level needed to detect a short-duration 4.0-kHz signal was measured for signals presented with different onset delays relative to a 300-ms broadband noise masker: 100 ms and 5 ms before the onset of the masker and 5 ms and 100 ms after the onset of the masker. Loudness matches between the signal in quiet and the signal at the same four onset delays were obtained for five presentation levels of the short-duration signal and for three masker levels. The temporal effect was defined as the level difference between the signals near masker onset and the signals well before or well after masker onset, needed to reach threshold and/or achieve equal loudness. Both at threshold and at supra-threshold levels temporal effects were observed consistent with a decrease in gain at the masker frequency during the course of the masker. The temporal effect was not restricted to simultaneous masking, but was also found for backward masking. In both cases the temporal effects were stronger at supra-threshold levels than at threshold. This may be caused by a transient effect at masker onset. The almost simultaneous onset of the signal and the masker makes it difficult for subjects to separate signal from the masker, especially when the signal level is close to masked threshold.